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ROUNDWOOD PARK ALUMNI 
      Newsletter 13: December 2015 
    4wwww 
        www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/alumni 

Welcome to new readers: Alumni update information and opportunities to help. 

Most of you that read this newsletter are on the mailing list but as time goes on many of you may have changed career 
or contact details. For this reason I would ask if you could take the time to complete the ‘new’ registration form which 
also enables you to offer help and advice to our current students if you wish. 
 
PLEASE click on the following link. http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/alumni-registration-form/  
 

Many alumni contact this office for advice on various professional areas and with your 
permission we are keen to enable alumni to link up to help each other. 
 

Letter from the Editor 
 

It was ‘open Evening’ on Thursday 24th September and as usual RPS was the first of the three 
local schools to ‘open’. It was a wonderful opportunity to see all that the school had to offer in all 
the departments and also to hear Alan Henshall, the Head Teacher, talk about the opportunities 
available and the school ethos. He praised the dynamic and enthusiastic staff and visitors also had 
the chance to hear from both the Head Boy & Head Girl and also two younger pupils who effused 
eloquently and confidently with praise and enthusiasm for all they had been able to take part in. 
Most rewarding for this office perhaps, was the number of alumni coming round with their children 
to see not only what was on offer for their children but to see a few of their ‘old’ teachers and to see 
just how much the buildings had changed, been enlarged and improved. Many said “we don’t need 
a plan to the school as we came here as students.”  

The 4 pictures are of the extended canteen area which includes the two ‘dead’ areas on either side 
of the entrance to the canteen from the playground.  
Thanks also to Sergeant Steven Alison’s police cadets who ‘manned’ the car parking on the night. 

http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/alumni
http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/alumni-registration-form/
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Secondly I am distraught to have to the death of my former boss and colleague in the Science 
dept. The man who said I only got the job because I was the only one that could speak English and 
then said when he watched me teach that I was b****y boring , monotone and sounded like 
Margaret Thatcher! Maybe true but he was an inspiration and a fun person but at the same time 
forthright and blunt in his views but always supportive. A character the like of which the school may 
not, alas, see again.  
During Jack’s time in Germany, we (myself and Mrs. Smith) had met up both in Germany and in 
England and enjoyed holidays camping together in Germany. We both attended the funeral 
ceremony in Marburg and I was privileged to be able to say a few words about Jack’s life and times 
at Roundwood. 
 
Many of you have already posted comments about Jack on the Linkedin discussion – It is 
especially pleasing for Jack’s family to read such comments and to appreciate how much 
he was valued as a teacher and advisor.   
PLEASE go to Linkedin and join the Roundwood Park Alumni Group and go to Discussion 
to add your comment. 
 

                      Obituary  
      ‘Jack’ John David Passmore   
 4/9/1935 Port Talbot, Wales – 8/10/2015 Marburg, Germany 

 
Many will recall this enigmatic and enthusiastic teacher 
of physics who was Head of Science from 1977(?) – 
1990. 
 
It is with deep regret that, after a lengthy and difficult 
illness, Jack ‘passed away’ at his home in Marburg.  
 
Always a quietly spoken and approachable, Jack 
encouraged and cajoled so many students in the 
physics lab and on the rugby field. His lessons were 
notorious for his calm authority and his strict regimes of 
regular testing and comical punitive essays for those 
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that were not ‘up to the mark’. Always one to reassure and help, he always did this with a twinkle in 
his eye.  
 
Jack took early retirement from teaching and having met his future wife, Karin who was a language 
teaching assistant at RPS, they moved to Marburg. They married and have two adopted children. 
Together they set up a flourishing Language college in Marburg in Germany.  He loved travelling 
with his family and visited many far reaching places. He was an avid reader and always took his 
kindle with him. He had a passion and a gift for teaching and he actively supported both his 
children in their studies. At the same time he was a key teacher at their college instructing adults 
on the nuances of the English language. Both he and Karin built up a significant and supportive 
group of colleagues and friends in the community. He will be sadly missed by all those that knew 
him. 
There was a memorial ceremony on Friday 16th October at Friedhofskapelle in Marburg 
.  
See also the following link 
http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/jack-passmore-rip-enigmatic-inspirational-teacher/  

 
The staff Interview: Linda Graham   [1993-2012]   Deputy Head & maths                                                                                                                      

 
1. You studied Maths at University – why did 

you study this subject. 
I loved maths as a child.  In my last year in Primary 
School, I had an inspirational teacher who believed 
that children should be challenged (yes, especially 
those in somewhat deprived mining villages in County 
Durham!).  He taught us algebra to quite a high 
standard.  I could factorise a quadratic function at the 
age of ten!  Everything just followed from there. 

2. Do you have any fond memories of your 
time at university? 

I was the first member of my family to go to university, 
so it was really exciting.  Independence was a great 
novelty – no mobile phones in those days for your 
parents to keep track of you.  I loved meeting and making friends with students from other cultures 
– with my background anyone from Iceland or Trinidad seemed very exotic.  I also loved the 
student demonstrations, and have clear memories of marching through Newcastle carrying 
placards.  “Sack the government not the worker” and “Maggie Thatcher milk snatcher” were my 
particular favourites.  I did get my studying done too! 

3. What made you go into teaching? 
I know this is going to sound sentimental, but after being lucky enough to have had the 
encouragement and support from so many of my own teachers, I wanted to do the same for other 
young people.  It was that simple.   

4. Did you or have you ever considered any other career path? 
I briefly considered medicine, but being a squeamish teenager, I soon discounted the idea. 

5. Why did you choose Roundwood Park and have you ever worked in any other school 
or industry. 

http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/jack-passmore-rip-enigmatic-inspirational-teacher/
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During a summer vacation I worked for three months for the now defunct National Coal Board as a 
computer programmer.  It was deadly boring.  I started my career teaching maths and computer 
studies in a great comprehensive school just outside Durham City.  After two years I moved south 
and taught at Northolt High School in Ealing, Cranford Community School (as Head of Maths) in 
Hounslow and Evelyn’s School (as Deputy Head) in Hillingdon.  I wanted to move out of London to 
a high achieving school and Roundwood certainly fit the bill on paper.  As soon as I walked into the 
school I knew I would love it.  The first thing I heard was loud laughter – Mr Geraghty sharing a 
joke with the head teacher, Mr Luke.  I wanted the job so much and fortunately the governors 
thought I was the right person for it. 

6. What aspects of your job at RPS did you particularly enjoy and if you had to pick one 
single thing that you most enjoy, what would it have been? 

One of the best things about my job was the sheer variety.  No two days are ever the same and it 
was impossible to become bored.  I was deputy to four head teachers, all different, but all totally 
committed to the school.  Each of them was a pleasure to work with.  I loved the interaction with 
students, staff, parents and governors.  Being in the classroom was the greatest privilege – either 
teaching my own classes or observing other teachers in action.  There was just so much talent at 
RPS to enjoy.  

7. What aspects, if any, of your life at school do you miss? 
I miss the fun of working with young people.  They look at the world through different eyes, which is 
so refreshing.  Sometimes I found it hard to keep a straight face when telling them off.  I also miss 
the laughter and camaraderie I shared with my colleagues.  What I don’t miss is the constant 
interference by successive governments.  When I stopped believing that all the changes were in 
the best interests of our students I decided it was time to retire.     

8. Do you have any moments that stand out that you are willing to share about your 
experiences at RPS? 

I enjoyed nineteen years at RPS, so I have many happy personal memories of some exceptional 
staff and students.  A few edited highlights I am able to share, in no particular order, include seeing 
the disgusting old outside PE changing rooms knocked down, all the stunning new buildings 
(especially the new Maths Block and Sports Hall), the last OFSTED judgement of “Outstanding”, 
the amazing outdoor music concert, with fireworks and a choir consisting of every child in Year 7, 
back in 1998 and the school’s Golden Jubilee celebrations.   

9. Did you take part in any extra – curricular activities with the students? 
There were so many fantastic trips and visits I took part in over the years, but two stand out as 
being extra special.  Firstly, the Year 10 residential geography field trips to North Wales, where my 
role was to bring up the rear and encourage the stragglers.  By the time we caught up with the 
main group, the geography staff had finished their pearls of wisdom, so I just had to wing it.  But we 
had such a laugh.  Secondly, the Year 9 Battlefields trips were so moving and thought provoking.  
Our students treated the sites with such respect and maturity - they always made me feel proud of 
them.     

10. How do you spend your time since retiring from teaching? 
I honestly don’t know how I ever found time to work!  I make sure I stay active with lots of walking and I 
enjoy my Zumba classes.  My brain is kept active by my genealogy activities.  I have traced a branch of my 
family back to the early 1600s, discovered that my GGG grandparents emigrated to Pennsylvania when they 
were in their fifties and that their grandson fought with General Custer!  Patchwork quilting satisfies my 

passion for fabrics, love of sewing and my creative instinct.  But best of all, I now have the time to travel.  
My husband and I have been fortunate to spend two extended visits “Down Under”.  We loved 
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Australia, but were stunned by the beauty of New Zealand and the warmth and friendliness of its 
people.    

11. Do you keep in touch with other RPS staff now that you have left?                            
Mrs Ockendon lives nearby and I see much more of her now she has retired.  It was great 
to see so many RPS staff at Mrs Tomlins’ wedding earlier this year.  I enjoy keeping up to 
date with everyone through Roundup and the Alumni site.   

12. Given the changes in education over the years would you, given your time again, go 
into teaching or another profession? 

I might reconsider medicine, as with the hindsight of maturity I am sure I could have conquered the 
squeamishness of my youth.  But doctors are faring no better than teachers with regard to 
changes.  The American teacher Christa McAuliffe, who was killed in the Challenger Space Shuttle 
explosion in 1986, was quoted as saying “I touch the future – I teach”.  I think that sums up why I 
would do it all again! 

13. When students look back on their time at RPS, how would you like to be 
remembered? 

For my maths teaching, hopefully that I inspired a love of mathematics or at least dispelled the fear 
for the maths phobics!  For my work with some of our more troubled young people, that I looked 
beyond their challenging behaviour to recognise and nurture their positive qualities. 

14.  And how would you like the staff to remember you? 
When Dr Smith reported on my impending retirement in the first Alumni newsletter, he described 
me as “a popular, dynamic and feisty character”.  That will do nicely! 
 

Staff News  
 
Donna Bozier (nee Phillips) gave birth to a baby boy weighing 8lbs on 13th September. He is called 
Zac and parents Donna and Lee are thrilled. 

 
Rugby success against local rivals.  
 
With the last kick of the game, RPS gained and converted a penalty 
to secure a 12 - 10 win against St. Georges in the national cup. 
Whilst this was a stunning team performance, all 12 points were 
gained from penalties.  
“This makes it 3 wins in 3 years for RPS under 18s over the local 
rival. “I am so proud” says Head of PE, Matt Hunter. 

 
Alumni funding 
We currently have over 1150 alumni on our mailing list. We hope to raise £1000 to help students 
who are less fortunate and whose families are unable to afford to pay for some additional trips and 
equipment. 
 
Please help us to help those less fortunate by making a donation on the 
following page. 
 http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/alumni/alumni-funding-2    Thank you. 
 

http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/alumni/alumni-funding-2
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Alumni in the media  
 

Greg Dickinson’s latest article in The 
Independent travel section.  
 
There is a new observatory on the world’s first dark sky 
island and Greg Dickinson takes a peek. 
 
Greg’s article in the Independent on Saturday 10th 
October can be viewed by clicking on the following link. 
http://www.independent.co.uk/travel/uk/sark-the-world-s-
first-dark-sky-island-astronomy-in-the-channel-islands-
a6687466.html  
More of Greg’s work can be viewed here. 
http://www.roughguides.com/author/gregorydickinson/   

Greg Dickinson [Class of 2008 & Ex Head Boy] is the Travel Editor at Rough Guides. 

 

Robbie Redway’s musical debut album 
Robbie Redway [class of 2005] has teamed up with 
Harry Agius to form AKASE and they have just released 
their debut single called ‘rust’. 

AKASE is the natural coming together of two inquisitive 
musical minds. One of them, Harry Agius, comes from 
an accomplished electronic background, and the other, 
Robbie Redway, has grown up playing in numerous 
bands. Having been friends for years, both were keen 
to expand their sonic horizons and so began working 
together in 2012. 

 Inspiring and influencing each other with their own different perspectives and starting points, the 
ensuing years have seen the pair get together on a number of occasions for sporadic recording 
sessions. The unforced, non-pressured nature of their collaboration has a been a good thing, 
though, as it lends AKASE’s music a liveliness and realness that cannot be taught. 

 Given Agius’ knack for writing compelling electronics as Midland, and Redway’s penchant for 
writing proper hooks and moving lyrics, their sound is a perfect coming together of dance and indie. 
Like a select number of live electronic acts before them, AKASE marry melancholy with romance, 
synth hooks with stirring vocals. They aren’t driven by dance floor functionality, but instead by 
composition and compelling musical stories. Summer 2015 will see the project coalesce proper, 

http://www.independent.co.uk/travel/uk/sark-the-world-s-first-dark-sky-island-astronomy-in-the-channel-islands-a6687466.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/travel/uk/sark-the-world-s-first-dark-sky-island-astronomy-in-the-channel-islands-a6687466.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/travel/uk/sark-the-world-s-first-dark-sky-island-astronomy-in-the-channel-islands-a6687466.html
http://www.roughguides.com/author/gregorydickinson/
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with a debut album, Graspers, having been signed by influential label K7 and live shows to follow. 
As such, get ready for a refreshing new addition to the thriving little niche where dance, sombre 
avant pop and indie all collide. 

Information courtesy of their web page   https://soundcloud.com/akase-music  

 

Ashley Tomlins ties the knot – but can she 
tie this globetrotting, job swapping, man 
‘down’? 

Ashley and Amelie Quirke-Tomlins, as they are both to be 
know now, married at Dorchester Abbey, Dorchester on 
Thames, Oxford on Saturday 26 September after meeting at 
The College of Europe, Bruges while studying for their 
respective Masters Degrees 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Alumni Grapevine  
 
Sam Cowham [2004 ] 
 
Sam is an Account Manager at Transputec Ltd in Harrow.      
 
 

 

 
Tom Kearns [2011]  
 
Tom graduated from Durham University with a BSc in Zoology and is now 
studying veterinary Medicine at the University of Cambridge. 
 

 

https://soundcloud.com/akase-music
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Alexander Ward [ 2011] 
 
Alex graduated from the University of Nottingham with a BSc in 
Geography. He is currently self employed as a Geography tutor and Article 
author. 

 

  Tim Sangawa [2004] 

 
Tim is currently a Recruitment Executive a Randstand in Kula Lampur, 
Malaysia. Tim gained a Batchelor’s degree in Business administration and 
Management from Durham University. 

 

Charlie Brown [2005]. 
 

Charlie gained an MEng(hons) in Chemical Engineering with Industrial 
Experience from the University of Manchester. He is currently a Senior 
Process Engineer at Worley Parsons in Herts. 

 

Emma Knighton [ 2010]  

 
Emma is a Senior Digital Executive at Maxus in St Albans.  Emma 
graduated from Aston University with a BSc in Psychology. 

 

 

 Shane Suter [1995] 
 
Shane is currently Operations Manager(Corporate Solutions) Business 
Unit Manager(Asset Finance) & FM Projects Manager @ Mitsubishi 
Electric 
 
 
Vanika Sharma [2004]  
Digital Marketing & Communications Manager at BNP paribas in London. 
Vanika graduated from the LSE with a BSc in 
Mathematics & Statistics. 
 

 
 
Victoria Samways [2009] 
Victoria is currently a Recruitment Consultant at Kilkern in St Albans. 

http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/georgina-calle-2011-elected-town-councillor/
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Stephen Tutt [?]  
Stephen is Director of Omni Home Design Ltd in Harpenden, Hertfordshire, 
United Kingdom 
 
 

 
 
Jamie Ashby [2002]  
 
He is a Partner Sales Executive at Gradwell Communications Limited in Bath. 
Jamie graduated from Bath Spa University with a BSc in Media Communications 

English Studies. 

 
Jon White [1999]  
 
Jon is Financial Controller at Pets at Home in Handforth, Cheshire. He is a 
graduate of Leicester University with a BA(hons) in Business Economics. 
 
 
Saad Mohammed [2005]  
 
Saad is a Marketing and Insight Manager at Sport 4 Life UK in Birmingham, 
United Kingdom. He gained a MA in Sport Business Management from Coventry 

University. An enthusiastic and accomplished sportsman even if he did play for 
Luton HC! 
 
Alex Flitcroft-Taylor [1984].  
 
Alex spent over 20 years in the armed forces as a Warrant Officer with 
responsibility of the administration of >600 personnel. Then as a Client Manager 
for NSL and currently as an Information Security Officer. 
 
 
Helen Trenchard [1999] 
Gained a 1st class honours degree in Theatre Studies & English Literature from 
Lancaster University. Career based in management for Cancer Research and 
other charities, Helen is currently a Charities Fundraising Strategy 
Implementation Business partner for the Sue Ryder Foundation. 
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A trip down memory lane - Wednesday visits  
Your old school is continually changing and building work is still in progress. The place is the same 
but different. Take a nostalgia trip and email b.smith@roundwoodpark.co.uk to arrange a visit. 
 

Reunion 2017 – You will be 50! 
This continues in the planning stages and coordinated by Jane Waller (nee Knowles.   
jwaller@live.co.uk    
If you belong to this year group please tell all your fellow classmates and 
 PLEASE sign up on Facebook at Roundwood Reunion 2017 for more details.   
 

Thought for the day [ Remember these in registration?] 

Muhammed Ali wrote in his autobiography that "Impossible is just a big word thrown around by 
small men who find it easier to live in the world they’ve been given than to explore the power they 
have to change it. Impossible is not a fact. It’s an opinion. Impossible is not a declaration. It’s a 
dare. Impossible is potential. Impossible is temporary. Impossible is nothing.” 
                                            Thanks to Bilal Skoien for this and many others. 

 
CAN YOU HELP? 
Please review the Head Boy/Head Girl list. 
http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/roll-of-honour/head_boy_girl/  
Please email us with corrections or additional names  
News & Views, comments and photos, welcomed from all Alumni. Please email 
alumnioffice@roundwoodpark.co.uk  
 
STOP PRESS 
 
Chemistry team members in 1983/4?? 
 
The chemistry dept. is currently taking part in chemistry 
Olympiad competitions and we wish them luck. However can 
you remember when we took part in the very first Hertfordshire 
Chemolympiad in 1983/4?  Having got through to the finals at 
Hatfield Poly (as it was then) we were asked to enter a practical 
team of 4. The theory team of 2 boys and 2 girls got into the 
final and beat Haberdasher Askes to win. We also won the 
practical competition so it was a clean sweep for RPS. It was reported in the local press than 
Roundwood had the best chemists in the county. 
Can you remind us who was in the teams – James Love was in the theory team but who were 
the other 3 and who were the 4 in the practical team? PLEASE email in to tell us. 

mailto:b.smith@roundwoodpark.co.uk
mailto:jwaller@live.co.uk
http://www.roundwoodpark.co.uk/roll-of-honour/head_boy_girl/
mailto:alumnioffice@roundwoodpark.co.uk

